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PRESIDEnT'S mESSAGE 
As has been reported earlier in these pages February's meeting (on 

the 10th, at 8:00 p.m . ) will be a special night. Our guest speaker will 
be the National President of the RASC, Dr. Roy Bishop. His topic will be 
"SS433-A Stellar Spectacle". I hope you will come to the meeting to hear 
and meet Dr. Bishop. 

During much of February Comet Halley will be too close 
for observation . However I would encourage everyone 
attending our observing sessions at Elk Island Park . There 
other objects in the sky besides "The Comet", our observing 
go onl 

to the sun 
to continue 

really are 
lives must 

Although not confirmed as of press time our April meeting shows 
signs of being a special one . We will be pushing it farther back in the 
month than our usual 2nd Monday to allow the Comet Chasers to back in 
time to attend. We also have a special guest speaker lined up, more ~ 
about this in March's Stardust. Everybody likes a good mysteryl 

Bob Carson 

EDITOR'S mESSAGE 
I would like to thank Peter Ceravolo for his assistance in preparing 

Stardust and the members who have contributed to these pages. I hope 
R.J. Kirkland's "excellent article "will fire up the creative juices that 
I am sure are lying dormant among some of our members. We all have 
stories to tell, all it takes is a few minutes thought to commit them to 
paper and share them with the club. To be successfull Sturdust needs 
your support. 

Articles submitted to Stardust need not be typed, only clearly 
written and double spaced. 

Craig Makarowski 
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My Best NIght? 

One night, not to long ago, I was driving back into the city from my 
favourite observing site, a place far away from city lights. I cannot 
remember the exact date or what I had seen, but I do remember that it 
had been a parti cularly good night at the telescope. I remember 
wondering if it had been my best night at the telescope, and if it had 
not been which had. When was my best night of observing? Was it perhaps 
fifteen or twenty years ago when, as a boy, I first turned my small 
binoculars toward a faint glow in the sky and discovered the glittering, 
jewel- like Pleiades star cluster? Was it ten or fifteen years later, 
when, having rediscoverd my interest in the sky and in the stars, I 
turned my home built 12 inch telescope toward Orion's dagger and saw for 
the first time the wierdly glowing lacework of the Great Nebula? 

I dug out my notebook and turned the pages, looking for that one 
special night; the best night. 

July 1st, 1981: My first night with a telescope under dark skies. 
M13 the globular cluster in Hercules fills the eyepiece. A thousand 
thousand stars compressed into a mammoth ball, glittering like finely 
ground diamonds against a background of the blackest velvet. 

April 29, 1982: The spiral galaxy M-51, one hundred billion suns 
suspended in space. The whirlpool shape of the spiral arms just barely 
visable yet able to draw you toward the vortex and down. 

August 17, 1982: A remarkably clear, dark night and M27, a ball of 
gas ejected by an exploding star, so brilliant and clear that the wings 
seem almost as bright as the unmistakable durnbell shape that gives the 
nebula it's name. 

October 8, 1982: My first glimpse of the faint, delicate wisps of 
glowing gas known as the Veil Nebula, Leftover debris from another 
exploding sun. 

December 13th, 1982: The Double Cluster in 'Perseus, seen for the 
first time in a four and a quarter inch rich field telescope. Two 
clumpings of hundreds of tiny stars, br i lliant and beautiful. 

April 5th, 1983: My first explorati on of the Virgo Cluster of 
galaxies. Dozens upon dozens of blurs of grey light-thats all. Some 
round, some long, some spiral, some banded-each blur the collected light 
of hundreds of billions of stars. The light itself having travelled some 
seventy million years before reaching my eyes. 

Or was it any of the other datesmarked in my notebook-March 17th, 
1984?-April 24th, 1985? 

Was it that one summers night, the date long forgotten now, as I 
waited for the sky to darken and watched a sunset so perfect, so 
intense, so beautiful, that the rest of the world seemed pale and 
insignificant in comparison? Or a night when the full Moon appeared low 
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nn the northern horizon .•• the northern horizon? •• Nol wait, now the Moon 
has grown an arm and is spreading, broadening out into an arc. It's some 
kind of auroral display, soon it fills the entire northern sky. Was it 
the night I sketched the Owl Nebula, or the Footprint Nebula? The night 
I watched the Orion Nebula for nearly three hours, unable to tear myself 
away? Was it the night I first saw the Ring Nebula, or the dark lanes in 
M31?, the Andromeda Galaxy. 

My best night? Looking through my notebook I finally did find my 
best night. I cannot put a date to it though. For it could be any night, 
you see. Any night when you have driven out into the country and your 
eyes are tired after staring at the road too long. The glare of the 
headlights seems burned onto your retinas, and you wonder if it really 
was such a good idea, coming out tonight, driving so far, so late. You 
get out of the car and look up look up, ther are so many stars that you 
forget to breathe for a while. Auriga , Andromeda and Orion await you. 
Or the luminous bands of the Milky Way trace through Cygnusand Aquila 
and tempt you down into the treasure chests of Sagittarius. 

My best night like yours could be any night, or every night. You do 
not need a telescope. You do not need binoculars. As long as you have 
eyes for seeing, a mind for wondering and an imagination for dreaming. 
The rest, from the beginning of Time to the edge of the Universe, ia 
already there, waiting. 

Look up. 

R. J. Kirkland. 

Alftold Optici 
and manufactu.lng 

433 SIOUX ROAD • SHERWOOD PARK, ALBERTA. T8A 4H2 
TELEPHONE: (403) 467-4781 

NEWTONIAN OPTICS SETS-ONE TENTH WAVE OR BETTER 

6 inch F6 with 1.75 diagonal 
8 inch F6 with 2.00 diagonal 
8 inch F5 with 2.25 diagonal 

Above prices with aluminium overcoated with HgF2, 

$205.00 
$267.00 
$305.00 

for silver 

add $20.00 for the 6 inch and $30.00 for the 8 inch sets. 

Quantity discounts available and other sizes to 10 inch. 
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Telescopes and Ob~erving 

In his article "Telescopic Planetary Observing" on page 102 of the 
1986 Observers Handbook, Terence Dickinson presents the theory that the 
decline of planetary observing is due to a "change of instrumentation 
than in observing philosophy". It is obvious to most experienced 
observers that the majority of the instruments commercially available 
today are not well suited for planetary observing for one reason or 
another. But to say that this reason, more than any other is the cause 
of the declining interest in planetary observing is not telling the 
whole story. 

Back in the 50' sand 60' s the 6" reflector and the 3" refractor were 
prevelent. They were idealy suited for planetary observing, but did not 
provide impressive views of faint deep sky objects. Most people felt 
"limited" to the solar system and the brighter Messier objects to see 
anything of substance. The availability of cheap, portable large 
aperature telescopes finally placed a greater portion of the universe 
within our grasp and caused a shift in interest from predominantly solar 
system to deep space observing. These large telescopes fulfill a desire 
to see fainter and farther. A desire that was'always there. 

Terence Dickinson discusses the poor performance of many 
Schmidt-Cassegrain telescopes for planetary observing. He focuses in on 
the effect of central obstruction alone. This is only one of many 
variables that should be considered. Walter Scott Huston, of Sky and 
Telescope stated in one of his columns (Deep Sky Wonders) that the 
telescopes of the 50's and 60's performed better because they were 
better aligned and maintained. Todays observer has to travel far to get 
away from light pollution and bad seeing. The backyard is no longer good 
enough. The telescopes are subject to more jostling, and therefore 
require more collimation adjustments which are sometimes not made. Even 
perfect optics . are useless unless they are held in place properly. Some 
Schmidt-Cassegrains tend to be supplied with cheap prism star diagonals 
which in most cases seriously impaire the images. The prisms are not of 
sufficient quality for the job. These telescopes (and of course the 
Dobson mirrors) have to be mass produced to be affordable. To be fair, 
the quality of the instruments optics should be tested under controlled 
conditions before apraising the overal design. 

The ad ven t of "Dobsonian technology" has revolutionized our way of 
thinking in regards to telescope construction. A 12.5" instrument no 
longer needs a massive equitorial mount to be used successfully. The 
reason these large newtonians have such short focal ratios is merely for 
portability. But even for deep sky observing a longer focal ratio is 
desired. Note Walter Scott Huston's affection for the Porter Turret 
telescope at Stella£ane and his old 10" r~flector for deep sky 
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observing. The Porter telescope has a 12.5" f/17 mirror, and the 10" 
was about f/8.6. But the Porter telescope or a 10" f/8.6 telescope are 
just not practicle instruments for the average observer. 

Dickinson makes some vital comments on the importance of contrast in 
planetary observing and how little it is related to resolving power. 
Contrast is just as important in deep sky observing. Dobsonians tend to 
be regarded as "light buckets", sometimes as an excuse for poor imaging 
by the primary mirror. Some believe that with deep sky observing, since 
it usually employs low powers, you can get away with less than good 
optics. This is shear fallacy. One only needs to read the article in 
the September 1985 issue of Sky and Telescope, "The Secrets of Deep Sky 
Observing" by Alan MacRobert; medium to high powers often bring out a 
wealth of detail not visable at low powers. While hunting down Comet 
Halley in late summer of 1985 Alan Dyer, Hans Thater and myself had to 
use magnifacations in excess of 200 times to bring out Halleys feeble 
stellar image in a 17.5" Dobson. It was invisable at low power. 

With the Dobsonian revolution came "aperature fever". Bigger is 
better. The majority of observers tend to think only bigger telescopes 
will bring brighter, better images. People are starting to realize that 
an optimized telescope, that is one with excelent optics, efficient 
coatings (reflectivity greater than 98% for mirrors and less than 1% for 
lenses and corrector plates), and well baffled and blackened tubes and 
focusers will concentrate more light in the Airy disk, instead of 
scattering it allover the field and reducing contrast. Instead of 
using the brute force of more aperature to bring out the faint low 
contrast filamentary detail in faint nebulae, amatuers should strive to 
enhance their present telescopes performance (if possible) by using some 
of the contrast enhancing techniques suggested for planetary telescopes. 

Peter Ceravolo 

r IQ e 
Apple II plus microcomputer system; two 5.25" disk drives, NEC 
monochrome display, Videx keyboard (enhancer installed), data base 
system, word processor, 3-D graphics software, all cables included. 
Replacement cost $3,900, asking $2,300 or best offer 
Call Howard at 488-6185 or 429-8494 (work). 

1976 Ford Van; well used condition, finished interior, exterior is 
nearly finished too, easy entry without keys. Will take 17.5" Dobson 
with room to spare. First $1,000 or best offer can have it. Will 
consider trade for 17.5" mirror. 
Call Peter at 474-0008 or 451-500. 
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Observers Group 

Halley Hoopla has caused a great number of armchair astronomers to 
put their fannies into gear and do some observing. I hope that they were 
able to tear themselves away from the Comet and sample some of the other 
fine celestial objects in the heavens. The Great Orion Nebula is quite 
spectacular through any telescope and at any power (within reason). Mid 
November was the last time we had a good observing night. Many people 
came out to see the comet, some stayed late enough to see Orion rise 
above the horizon and train the 17 on the Great Nebula. This was my 
first good look at M42 through the 17. The Detail was phenomenal, 
especially at high power. '~ith our 19mm Wide Field eyepiece I was able 
to trace the nebulosity completely around to the fainter outskirts. I 
have seen some excellent long exposure photographs of M42 by our own 
Bryce Heartwell and other prominent astrophotographers, but they 
couldn't match the visual view we had through the 17. The bright centre 
of the nebula is almost always burned out, the trapezium and the not so 
subtle swirles of gas are almost gone. You don't have to have a 17.5 
i nch telescope to be impressed. On an earlier evening I was observing 
with Ron Galna and Bob Breckinbridge, Ron had his 4" Bausch and Lomb 
Schmidt-Cassegrain and a Nagler eyepiece. He was so pleased with the 
view of M42 through his dinky scope that he practicaly ignored the 17. 

The Pleides star cluster is perhaps a little too big to be pleasing 
in most telescopes, but ideally suited for binoculars and rich field 
telescopes. A telescope will reveal some nebulosity around Merope at a 
low power to a carefull observer. The sky has to be very transparent and 
the scopes optics, including the eyepiece must be free of dew. The 
nebulosity will not jump out of the eyepiece, grab your nose and demand 
attention. It is very subtle. The first look may not show it, but with 
persistence and a l i ttle averted vision you might see a faint glow 
emanating from Merope. This cluster can also be used to test the 
magnitude limit of your telescope. At the January meeting I handed out a 
copy of an article that had a chart of a portion of the Pleides with the 
magnitudes of several stars l i sted. When observing faint stars a high 
power is required to bring the feeble light into view. Users of 
Schmidt-Cassegrains or refractors with star di agonals will have to shine 
a red filtered flashlight through the paper and view the chart from the 
back to get the proper ori entaion. 

The observing nights have been scheduled for Friday the 7th of 
February and March, plan on Saturday as backup incase of clouds. The 
site is of course the Heyburger parking lot 5 miles up the road in Elk 
Island National Park. Clear Skiesl 

Pe t er Ceravolo 
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Astronotes for February 

DATE TIME EVENT 

Sat 1 2041 Last Quarter Moon. 
Man 3 0500 Mars 3 degrees N of Moon. 

1800 Saturn 5 degrees N of Moon. 
Tue 4 1500 Uranus 4 degrees N of Moon. 
Wed 5 Comet Halley in conjuction with Sun. 

1300 Neptune 5 degrees N of Moon. 
Sat 8 Comet Halley at perihelion. 

1755 New Moon. 
Sun 9 2000 Saturn 7 degrees N of Antares. 
Man 10 1817 Occultation (disapearance) of ZC star 3425 

(mag. 4.6) by Moon. 
Thu 13 1821 Grazing occultation of ZC star 226 

(mag. 6.6). Eclipse track lies just N of 
the city (see Observers Handbook). 

Sun 16 1255 First Quarter Moon. 
2300 Mars 5 degrees N of Antares. 

Mon 17 1700 Mars 1.3 degrees S of Saturn. 
Mon 24 0802 Full Moon. 

The Planets in February 

Mercury will put on a good show from mid Feb. on to early March. Look 
for it above the south west horizon at sunset. 
Venus will be hidden in sunlight for most of Feb •• Later this month it 
emerges as an evening star shortly after sunset. 
Mars is a morning object and rises a several hours before the Sun and is 
in the south by sunrise. On Feb. 6-7 the planet threads the stars Beta 
and Delta Scorpii, and on the 17-18 passes close to Saturn and the 
bright red star Antares. 
Jupiter will be lost in the solar glare as it reaches conjuction on Feb. 
18th. 
Saturn rises a several hours before the Sun and is in the south by 
sunrise. 

Comet Halley 

Halley will not be visable in February as it passes behind the Sun. 
The Comet will reapear in March, but will not be favourably placerl for 
us, being too far south. 

Mark Zalcick 
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Some Useful Calculations 

It is sometimes useful to know the field of view a certain 
telescope will yield when combined with a specific eyepiece, and whether 
or not that eyepiece will be a good match with the telescope. There is 
an upper and lower limit of magnification that can be used with a 
specific telescope. The upper limit is governed by the atmosphere and 
the lower limit is a function of the pupil diameter of the observers 
eye. 

The exit pupil of a telescope is the image of the objective formed 
in space by the eyepiece. It can be easily seen by pointing the focused 
telescope at the sky or a well illuminated wall. If you look at the 
eyepiece from a few inches away you will see an image of youre primary 
mirror or corrector plate (depending on the type of telescope) 
"suspended" in space. One can measure the size of the exit pupil by 
holding an accurate scale over the eyepiece, be very careful I not to 
scratch the eyelens. With an accurate measurment of the exit pupil and 
the diameter of youre mirror or corrector plate (the entrance pupil) you 
can easily determine the magnifacation; 

exit pupil scope F.L. 
magnification = or mag = 

entrance pupil eyepiece F.L. 

If the exit pupil is larger than your dark adapted 
effective diameter of your telescope is decreased. When 
adapted the eye's pupil on average has a diameter of 7mm. If 
the diameter of the telescope's entrance pupil in millimeters 
we get the minimum useful magnification; 

entrance pupil 
minimum magnification = 

7 

pupil the 
fully dark 

we divide 
by seven 

With the minimum magnification we can determine the longest focal 
lenght eyepiece usable with the telescope; 

telescope F.L. in mm 
maximum F.L eyepiece = 

minimum magnification 
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For example we have a 5" F/5 rich field refractor. The aperature is 

127mm, the F.L. is 635mm. The minimum mag= 127/7 or 18x for a 7mm exit 
pupil. The maximum F.L. eyepiece= 635/18 or 35mm. 

It should be noted that any F/5 telescope regardless of diameter 
should not use an eyepiece longer in focus than 35mm. The minimum 
magnification is all that will change. 

To find the real field of view (FOV) with a given eyepiece we must 
know the apperent FOV of that particular eyepiece. The apperent FOV of 
most eyepieces is 45-50 degrees, wide field eyepieces are in the range 
of 60-80 degrees. Given the apperent FOV and the magnification with the 
eyepiece we find that; 

apperent FOV 
real FOV = -------

magnification 

For example, we have a 32rnm wide angle eyepiece 
apperent FOV of 65 degrees. How much sky can we see? 
refractor again we see that the magnification: 635/32 or 
coverage: 65/20 or 3.25 degrees, which is roughly equal 
diametres. Quite a chunk of skyl 

that 
Using 
20x. 
to 

has an 
the 5" 

The sky 
six mc'm 

Some people will want to try and record the passage of Comet Halley 
with their 35mm cameras. How much of the sky will my set up record? 

57.3 x film size 
sky coverage : ----------

F.L. of lens 

Lets assume a standard 35mm camera with a 50mm lens. The negative 
is 24x35mm in size, therefore sky coverage for the short dimension will 
be (57.3 x 24)/50 or about 28 degrees. Try calculating the coverage with 
the longer dimension ••• whats your answer? 50 degrees? WRONG I I The answer 
should be 41 degrees, try again. One could apply the same formulas to 
prime focus photography through the telescope. If you don't know the 
apperent FOV of your positive eyepiece you can still find the true FOV 
by using the sky coverage formula. Simply measure the size of the field 
stop in the eyepiece barrel and use the above formula. 

Peter Ceravolo 
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